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GATWICK AIRPORT NOISE MANAGEMENT BOARD  
NEX-7 

 
Wednesday 2nd November 2022 – Teams virtual meeting 

 
Key Points & Actions 

 
 

Points made by the NEX Chair 
 

• NMB Papers 
The NEX Chair welcomed participants, noting that most but not all 
supporting papers had been provided in good time, he emphasised 
again the need for all contributors to work harder to respect 
administrative timetables so that all stakeholders were able to fully 
prepare for NEX discussions prior to joining the meeting. The Chair 
advised that in future, organisations failing to meet the agreed 
deadlines might be called out in the meeting and noted in the meeting 
record.  

 

• Measuring NMB outcomes workshop proposal  
The NEX Chair informed the NEX that, following a proposal from 
CNG representatives, a NMB measuring outcomes workshop had 
been scheduled for the afternoon of March 29th 2023. All NMB 
stakeholders were invited to consider their recommendations for the 
format and substance of the workshop. The NMB secretariat was 
tasked with sending an e-mail request to all stakeholders seeking 
their views, with responses due by Friday December 5th 2022 

   

• Noise Envelope Group 
The Chair noted that further engagement had taken place during 
October with GAL now considering the feedback received.   CNG 
representatives made clear their deep concerns with the process. 

 

• NMB review process 
NEX/6 agreed that the NEX, should discuss plans for a review of the 

NMB at this meeting of the NEX focusing on looking forward to any 

subsequent iteration. The NMB was extended to the end of 2023 by 

consensus in late 2021. However, only one written response (from 

CAGNE) to the NEX/6 request that NMB consider what happens next 

had been forthcoming. The Chair noted that GAL as sponsor of the 

NMB had indicated that the review would take place next summer. An 
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action was accordingly agreed, that the NMB Secretariat should write 

to all NMB stakeholders to submit their input regarding the review to 

GAL for consideration. CL advised that CNGs, excepting CAGNE, 

had agreed the prior evening that in their view the NMB as currently 

constituted was not achieving its objectives and did not support the 

extension of the NMB term beyond 2022. The Chair acknowledged 

this position and noted that these CNGs had indicated they would be 

writing to GAL and other stakeholders soon.  

 
Actions from NEX/6  
 

• The NDG Chair, acting in his additional role of NEX Secretary, 
reported that all Actions from NEX/6 had been completed. AS 
highlighted that Gatwick had not consulted on charges this year 
due to the extraordinary impacts of COVID. GAL was looking to 
keep charges stable for the time being. The focus of work had 
been on the economic regulation of the airport, through the 
contracts and commitments arrangements overseen by the CAA 
(as briefed at GATCOM Steering Group and reported to 
GATCOM). CL challenged that for NEX/6 Action 3 advising that 
there had been no engagement with the NCF/CNGs on noise 
charges this year. A discussion at NEX/6 of the need or otherwise 
for engagement when no changes had been proposed to noise 
charges had confirmed that GAL was happy to accept related input 
each year. AS agreed, that GAL would still be willing to take input 
through the NCF when the engagement process takes place in 
early 2023, although it was unlikely the structure of aircraft noise 
charges would be included in that consultation. Following an 
intervention from the NEX Chair, who said he was inclined to 
agree with CL, AS agreed to document GAL’s position on NCF 
engagement on noise charges for circulation to NMB members.  
  

Report by the NCF Chair 
 

• The NCF Vice Chair, acting for the NCF Chair, reported on the 8th 
meeting of the NCF which took place on 21st September.  Full 
Minutes can be seen here. He also provided a brief summary of the 
written views received on the planned review of the NMB.  

 
  

https://www.gatwickairport.com/business-community/aircraft-noise-airspace/engagement/noise-management-board/key-documents/
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CAP 1616 Review 
 

• MS, who is leading the team undertaking the review presented an 
overview of the CAA's CAP1616 Review of Engagement. He 
reported that the CAA would begin a 13-week consultation on the 
initial findings before Christmas. An updated version of CAP 1616 
would be published in mid-2023. 

 

 Report by the NDG Chair 

 

• Workplan Implementation  
The workplan implementation report (NEX/7 IP04) was circulated to 
members prior to the meeting. Each work plan activity was 
expected to be completed within the second term of the NMB. The 
NEX was provided with a fuller brief on NDG activities, although 
due to time constraints, NEX agreed that both the Planning and 
Noise and, the Departure Noise Limits and Fines (DNL) topics be 
deferred, recognising that a workshop for community members on 
DNL was scheduled on December 5th. GAL confirmed that the new 
DNL regime, once finalised, is expected to be put in place in 2023 
and is not subject to the planned DCO process. 
  

• Reduced Night Noise Trial 
Egis together with CAA and NATS reported on preparations for 
implementation of the Reduced Night Noise Trial.  It had previously 
been hoped to commence this trial in early 2023, subject to further 
technical clarifications, including the ‘flyability’ of the procedure and 
integration into the NATS Airspace System. These factors have 
further impacted the timescale. Following a discussion of the 
complexities of the programme it emerged that the trial will now 
commence after the peak summer season, in September 2023.  

 

• Landing Gear Deployment 
The results of a landing gear deployment survey conducted at 
Lingfield indicated that deployed landing gear increased Lmax and 
SEL noise levels by approximately 2.5dB, compared to aircraft in 
the same location with undercarriage retracted. Moving forward, 
engagement with airlines determined that the timing for landing 
gear deployment was subject to a range of variable factors, 
including aircraft type and actual weight, air traffic speed control 
techniques, weather and airline operating procedures. Work 
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continues to identify, for inclusion in the Aeronautical Information 
Publications for Gatwick, suitable guidance that takes these 
variable factors into account while leading to fewer aircraft 
deploying their undercarriage earlier in their approach, to reduce 
noise for communities. The NEX Vice Chair, recognising the 
potential noise benefits identified, proposed an action accepted by 
NEX such as a press release to communicate this information more 
widely. The NDG Chair cautioned that similar noise results had 
been found in a survey at Luton, although it had not yet been 
possible to identify a suitable guidance for implementation by pilots 
and air traffic controllers at Luton.  

  

• Low Noise Arrival Metric (LNAM)  
GAL was continuing to work with Sustainable Aviation developing the 

necessary steps for deployment and consistent operational use of the 

LNAM across UK. The metric would be integrated into the Gatwick 

Airline Performance Noise Table in an appropriate format.  GAL was 

not yet able to confirm a timetable, which was subject to the 

availability of a third-party supplier.  NEX members urged GAL to 

expedite this process as much as possible, given the CAP for LNAM 

has been published right at the start of 2022. 

 

• FED  
NEX was provided with a presentation by Paul Hooper of Manchester 
Metropolitan University, part of the team conducting the next phase of 
the FED work for Gatwick. NEX/7 IP07 describes the project; 
Mitigating Social Unacceptability of Aircraft Noise - Exploring the 
concepts of (in)equity and (un)fairness.  

 
FASI-S update 
 

GAL updated NEX on FASI-S progress. Full public consultation was 
expected in 2024. GAL also provided an overview of the 
Environmental Strategy (NEX/7 IP08) published by the Airspace 
Change Organising Group (ACOG). This One Sky One Plan 
Environmental Strategy followed on from the DfT Strategic Rationale 
for Airspace Modernisation, the CAA’s Airspace Modernisation 
Strategy and, ACOG’s Airspace Change Masterplan (iteration 2). This 
Environmental Strategy provided ACOG with ‘a platform to engage 
with airports and policymakers on how the industry could embed 
environment-led practices, which would aid in reducing carbon 
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emissions and noise impacts from aircraft’ together with four key 
commitments for ACOG to take this forward with stakeholders. 
 
AS also reported on a recent Westminster Hall Debate during which 
Carbon Reduction strategies were discussed including use of best-in-
class aircraft types and airspace design.  
    

 
Closing remarks 
 
The Chair thanked participants for their contributions and summarised 

the actions noted.  
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Summary of Actions 

 
NEX/7 

Action  Due Responsible 

Action 1 The NMB secretariat is tasked 
with sending an e-mail request 
to all stakeholders seeking 
their views on the format and 
content for the NMB outcomes 
workshop 

December 
5th 2022 

Secretariat 

Action 2 The NMB Secretariat is tasked 
to write to all NMB members 
inviting them to submit their 
input regarding the 2023 NMB 
review to GAL for 
consideration. 

End March 
2023 

Secretariat 

Action 3 Document GAL’s reasoning for 
not carrying out engagement 
with NCF members on noise 
charges in 2022, following the 
agreement at NEX/6 and 
reassurance that this would be 
carried out in future years in 
line with the commitment 
given. 

NEX/8 
December 
2022  

GAL 

Action 4 Communicate more widely 
possible noise benefits 
achievable with new 
undercarriage deployment 
guidance 

NEX/8 Secretariat 
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NEX/7 Attendees 
 

 
Observers & Presenters 

 

 
  

Name Organisation 

Jonathan Drew NEX Chair 

Helyn Clack NEX Vice Chair 

Mark Simmons CAA 

Ruud Ummels NCF Alternate (Vice Chair) 

Charles Lloyd NCF CNG Member, GON 

Peter Barclay NCF CNG Alternate, GACC 

Tom Crowley GATCOM 

Andy Sinclair Gatwick Airport Limited 

Kim Heather  NaTMAG 

Ian Greene DfT 

Ian Jopson NATS 

Graham Lake NMB Secretary 

Rebecca Mian  NCF Secretary 

Councillor Bramhall NCF Council Member Reigate & 
Banstead 

Councillor Lockwood 
NCF Council Member Tandridge 
District Council 

Name Organisation 

Sally Pavey CAGNE 

Chris Leyland CAGNE Forum 

Mark Stevens  CAA 

Monique Smart GATCOM 

Nick McFarlane EGIS 

Kathy Coffin GAL 

Andrew Burke NATS 

Charlotte Hill EGIS  
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Apologies 
 

 
 

 

Future Meetings. 

GAL Airspace and Noise Meeting 7th December 2022  

NEX/8 8th March 2023 

NMB Outcomes Workshop  29th March 2023 (14:00 -17:00) 

NEX/9 12th July 2023 

NEX/10 1st November 2023 

 

 

Name Organisation 

Warren Morgan NCF Chair 

Jonny Petts EasyJet 

Steve Anderson NATS (Tower) 

Fran Flammiger NCF CNG Member, GACC 


